For product information and customer service call 1-888-MUTUAL (688-8250).

For Distributors outside Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana call 1-800-477-7137.
Standard Colors

The colors shown are examples of Mutual Materials’ standard colors. Should these not meet your needs, other colors are available. In order to ensure your satisfaction, all colored block orders must follow Mutual Materials’ established sampling/approval procedures. Contact a Mutual Materials representative to discuss your color requirements.

Special Notes

All colored block are special order products and may be subject to setup charges, minimum order quantities, and/or lead time constraints. Colored block requires special design, construction, and cleaning/waterproofing considerations to ensure satisfactory results. Due to color inconsistencies in all smooth textures, colored block is only recommended for use with split or ground face textures. Due to inaccuracies in color reproduction, the colors shown should not be used for final color selection. Contact a Commercial Sales Representative to view actual samples.
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